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PVC/CPVC Pipe Cutters – New Design

In 1979, the first original patent for PVC Pipe Cutter was patented in the US by MCC
Corporation. We are the creator with the idea to cut the PVC pipe in a way of scissors when
people were cutting by saw. Our invention completely had changed the worldʼs view in the
plumbing, irrigation, waterworks, mechanical, and many other industries involving plastic
pipes. The advantage of using a PVC Pipe Cutter allows for faster, cleaner, and less effort
cuts. MCC, thatʼs number one brand for Plastic Pipe Cutters.

PVC PIPE CUTTER

https://mccusainc.com/
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Compact Design Compact jaw & blade and compact
handle opening. Works great in tight area like pipe between
pipes or against wall, pipe in irrigation trench. Easy to keep
it in your pocket or small pouch on your belt, avoid to keep
losing at jobsite. 1” cutter(34ED) and 1.1/2”(48ED)

DuraBladeTM for durability, sharpness, and less-crack-
cutting. The long-lasting sharpness established by the
innovative technology of heat treatment. Less pipe-cracking
during cold temperatures (test proven)  Blade is the most
important part of PVC Pipe Cutters. This is the part that
decides the performance and quality of cutting most.

Quick Release makes your cutting work much easier and
faster. You can open the blade just by opening the handles a
little wider. Truly one-hand operation lets your other hand
free. Itʼs so convenient when you are making one cut after
another.
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Rust-Free Spring Stainless steel spring avoids rust
damages. Many PVC Pipe Cutters in the market simply use a
high carbon steel spring which eventually rust and breaks
easily. Consequently ending up in a stressful repair or being
disposed of. MCC provides the most reliable working
condition at any job site condition.

Ergonomic Handle Does your arm get tired by cutting large
quantity of PVC pipes? This negative side effect is caused
by the handle design and leverage. We designed based on
the human ergonomics for maximizing the leverage. This is
the cutter that you feel easier in cutting than any other
cutters in the market.

MCC PVC Pipe CutterMCC PVC Pipe Cutter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHzq8SvVN_M

